
PLACES®



 

Sure. Absolutely. Without a doubt.

There are furniture systems that are all about “why.” 
PLACES simply asks, “why not?” That’s versatility 
speaking. But versatility does not forget attitude. 
It does not disregard people. It does not ignore cost. 
It does enable you within your workspace, providing  
more options to accommodate changing personnel 
and tasks. And along the way, it gently nudges you 
to change your perception of how work gets done. 
Can you move panels without disrupting workflow? 
Vary height and width to add flexibility and flair? 
Integrate other Haworth system components to 
expand form and function? Yes. You can do that.
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Panels Savoy Blue Willow panels
 and Charcoal trim. 
Worksurfaces Chalk. 
Overhead Storage Chalk. 
Seating Improv® H.E.
Storage Jump®Stuff tools in Ice.
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Welcome light and conversation. Keep the intimacy. 
The space is high traffic and high profile, subtly directing the flow of people 
and work while providing intimate areas that encourage conversation. PLACES 
applies rich wood trim and diverse panel options to welcome light, filter 
sound, and create an upscale cityscape where guests and their hosts feel 
equally at home. The conversation flows. The light spills. The work goes on.
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Panels (left to right) Scarpa Pavestone, Wood Sand 
on Maple and Glazed Charcoal trim. 

Worksurfaces Charcoal and Chalk.  

Seating Tempo™ Lounge in Safari Leather Black 
with Sand on Maple arms. System 58 High-Back 
in Safari Leather Black.  

Table Tempo in Sand on Maple.
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In the middle of it all. And miles away.
Perfect solitude, not complete separation. PLACES brings a refreshing balance to the personal 
office, perfectly compatible with other Haworth system components, easily integrating elements 
such as our Vancouver® wood casegoods to create a unique, individual workspace. Vancouver’s 
freestanding, panel hung and mobile components work easily with PLACES to provide 
worksurfaces, storage, and a technology-friendly environment. Optional high-performance 
acoustical panels absorb more sound. In the midst of the excitement, a place of respite.
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Panels Biscotti Fresco in Charcoal trim and Sand 
on Maple Top Caps.  

Wood Casegoods Vancouver in Sand on Maple. 

Seating System 58 High-Back in Safari Leather 
Black. Tempo Lounge Series in Safari Leather 
Black with Sand on Maple Arms.  

Overhead Storage OneTouch® in Greytone.
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Work in teams. Work as individuals. Never lose the option.
Adaptability in a dynamic environment is how we work. A team this morning, solo this afternoon. 
In a demanding work area, PLACES is flexible, versatile, and adaptable to rapidly changing needs. 
Wide open when you need it. Semi-private when you don’t. Always providing multiple display 
and storage opportunities. OneTouch overheads open and close with the touch of a single finger; 
JumpStuff accessories keep tools and thoughts at hand. And much of what you need – worksurfaces, 
storage – is completely mobile. PLACES works how you work.
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Panels Biscotti Curry and Glazed in Charcoal trim. 

Worksurfaces Sand on Maple.  

Tables Sand on Maple. 

Seating Zody®.  

Storage Greytone. 

Overhead Storage OneTouch in Greytone. 

Keyboard Pad Boogie® Board. 



PLACES Top Channel Wire Management for data cables speeds 
installation, provides additional capacity, and allows for the 
separation of data and power.

PLACES Color Coded Receptacles can be easily and safely field 
programmed, dramatically reducing the number of required 
components. These dedicated circuits work with every building 
wire configuration, providing 120 amps of clean power, free from 
electrical noise and voltage variations.

PLACES Ported Panels provide access to power and communication  
at worksurface height.

PLACES Docking Module provides convenient and affordable access  
to multiple power and communications connections right at the 
worksurface. They can be ordered at any time and installed in the field.
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All the power and data you need. Right where you need it.
PLACES puts power and data where you need it most, routing efficiently from overhead to base 
raceways, and providing for quick and easy access at the worksurface. Be prepared to manage the 
requirements of tomorrow with Power Base™.

Power
Communication

PLACES Top Channel 
Wire Management
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PLACES Color Coded Receptacles and Power Base Connector2 PLACES Ported Panel3
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Built to last.  
PLACES panels are durable and practical, 
designed from the inside out to stand up to 
years of use and reconfiguration. 
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For more information call 800.344.2600 or 616.393.3000.
Download additional copies at haworth.com.

This brochure is printed on FSC certified U2®:XG™, 
manufactured with electricity in the form of renewable 
energy (wind, hydro, biogas) and contains a minimum 
of 30% post-consumer recovered fiber. FSC is the global 
benchmark for responsible forest management.
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